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Clue 6 Reveal

Here we are at the reveal already! We just have a few blocks to put together, then we are 
off and running, but first, I know you LOVE to see the quilt first. Here she is, bold and 
beautiful! I was going to put this pic on the last page, but I knew you would just flip there til 
you saw it! So, first it is!

Now, let’s get it put together. I have all my bits and pieces in a box waiting for me to put 
them all together, one easy pick up and off to the sewing machine. You already have two 
blocks finished: 2 different strip-set units measuring 12-1/2”. So let’s just keep motoring. 
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Le’s grab those Clue 1 Square in a Square in a Square units and our Clue 4 Diamond 
template units to complete this unit. You will use 1 of each size square in a square… and 2 
diamond templates for each. Please watch placement of your MEDIUM corner triangle. 
EVERYONE will make FOUR of these units:

Press this block toward the light square. I know that is abnormal, but your diamonds will 
look better and it will nest with its sister units better. You may even want to press open to 
reduce bulk.

Moving on to an easier block now. Grab those Clue 3 pentagon units, the Clue 5 HSTs, 
and the DARK 4-1/2” squares you cut in Clue 2. Each of these units takes 4 pentagons, 4 
HSTs, and 1 4-1/2” square:

I contracted in a 9-patch manner, top three units, middle three units, bottom three units…
then sewing my three sets together. These should measure 12-1/2” now. Please press 
these toward the LIGHT pentagons, helping your quilt to be flat. You should have this 
many pentagon units:

This next unit is easy as well, we just have three different lay outs for these units. So, now 
it’s time to grab the Clue 2 “hourglass” units (both colour ways), Clue 3 MEDIUM squares 
we cut, and the rest of the Clue 2 DARK squares, and let’s get to stitching!

Lap Twin Queen King

Total 12-1/2” 
pentagon units 4 7 12 24
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Here are the three layouts, follow the chart to know how many of each you need. They are 
pictured here: 2-light, 3-light, and 4-light. The “light” refers to how many LIGHT triangles 
are in the unit.

These units will measure 12-1/2” now and should be pressed toward the MEDIUM squares 
for ease of nesting and “flatness”. Again, I sewed mine in a 9-patch manner: top 3, middle 
3, and bottom 3, then sewing my sets to match the pics.

Please follow the chart to know how many of each you will need. NOTE** the LAP has NO 
3-light units.

So let’s grab all our 12-1/2” squares now and set it out to assemble. I assembled from top 
to bottom, INCLUDING your border row at the top and the border row at the bottom.Your 
layouts will be as follows:

You will need to keep those 2 and 3-light hourglass units toward the OUTSIDE of your 
quilt, using the 4-light units for the centre, using the pic as your guide.

Let’s see your stuff!!!

Lap Twin Queen King

2-light 4 4 4 4

3-light 0 2 4 8

4-light 1 2 5 13

TOTAL 5 8 13 25

Lap Twin Queen King

Unit plan 5 x 5 5 x 7 7 x 7 9 x 9
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